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Dear Peter

Ban Fernando , Calif .,
Mar. 25, 1949 .

' Relative to the quotation taken from the talk before
the Lion's Club, the following points are to be noted (1)
The words are""almost" any means" and thug-do not exclude the
possibility that the a could be a worse power .pr.inaiple as
compared to a predominant political power, though I doubt it .
(2) I was referring to an instrument of power in the use of the
word "means" rabher than to method of establishing the power .
I do not advocate the view that the"end justifies the. means" .
but rather the view promulgated by Emerson in the form "the
end is resident in the means", I realize from your quotation
that there was an ambiguity .

I have a sixty page discussion of politics which I think
might make my view and its reasons clearer than anything I might
say In leas apace, But some points may be noted briefly,,

1 .. Political . power is achieved and operates through irrational
means, You should read Machiaveli's "The Prince" and Dun:ne's
"The Politician." The latter book extended the analysis to
the democratic form of government as manifested in the U, :S
Hitler demonstrated to. us a particularly pure form of political
method, as such, and is therefore a valuable study . If you
have occasion to go into this subject in an important way I
think that you would findthe reading of "Mein Eampt" worth
while, for while it is vile literature andphilosophy it does
reveal political genius. Hitler is simply more frank than
moat politicians . The irrelevance of truth-in the power of
a political . assertion -s a general principle quite widely
employed . Likewise is it with the use of short statement's .
unsupported. by reasons, except emotional ones, but constantly
reiterated ; the "wiping- oy", such as the Jews or wall Street ;
the use of violence in mass appeal, because of the mass-pafchology
that.derives pleasure out of having pain Inflicted upon it (Hitler
states he learned this method from the Marxians), or the comp-
plementary'use of seduction as in the case of Roosevelt .

2, olitics is the collective expression of the will-to-live,
It is us anti-Buddistic, and opposed to the movemen ward
Enlightenment in general . It is the assertion of the dominance
of the will over reason and hence aims at the subordination
of all science . It opposes culture in the general sense of
culture being the negation of the will"to-live ..

3 . Practically, I see great difficulties growing out of a
predominant politics in a highly technological age . The control
.of the machine is a .highly rational matter. The necessities
of the machine are not altered by psychological appeal . If
irrational power is dominant then the consequences may be grave,
Nazi Germany has just given us an example of-just how grave the
consequences can be,



, . . ; , '.2;,

Spengler said in "The Decline of the West", "through money
the intellect reachesthe throne " . : This is a thought-provoking
statement and it is not hard to see the basic truth in .It .,
Money It the instrument of command of the economic order and
indirectly ,' through • the engOner , of the machine . The marriage
of the business mind and the technological mind , leads to a
highly rational power-principle, The result is that money
becomes a poser-- instrument of the rational thinker, I do not
regard :t as an Ideal instrument , but much superior to the
irrational psychological power of the politician, and it

.becomes a matter of choosing the less objectionable of two
available alternatives , It is through the cartel that money-
power establishes itself, hence the determined opposition of
the politician to private business monopoly . This is not, an
objection to-monopoly in principle sincethe politician hs
favored thee building, of labor monopolies and to not at all
unfavorable to government monopolies . Hence the opposition
is not grounded on moral principle, but is an act of warfare,,

- The other side has a no less moral right to fight back .

The above statements are no more than brief suggestions
to suggest lines of thought an observation ,

we are indeed glad to learn of your promotion and your
liking for your new activities, though we are very sorry to
lose you from the Morenci. group . Perhaps you may find others

' . in Douglas who will be Interested . That would be good.

Joe has not written the letter , but as I am going up in a
day or two I will urge him form the letter, or do so myself .

'May the Light ever grow brighter for you and Ann and your
little ones :
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